While S-BPM has received attention and acceptance in the research and innovative development community, its reception and uptake in business practice and organizational development is still a challenge for management and operation. Several case studies have been provided in the annual S-BPM ONE events, in order to demonstrate capabilities and implementation approaches. We follow this tradition by providing a dedicated volume with recent field studies.

Targeting developers, educators, and practitioners, we have structured the latest key methodological and technological S-BPM developments in training, research, and application. They have been carefully selected and thoroughly peer-reviewed by at least three experts in the field.

We need to thank all relevant people for their active engagement facilitating the editing of this book, in particular

- the authors of the various contributions sharing their expertise in a narrative way,
- the reviewers reflecting on each of the contributions thoroughly, and
- the European Commission funding this IANES\(^1\) outreach activity.

Finally, we cordially thank Ralf Gerstner and Viktoria Meyer from Springer for their assistance and support when publishing this volume.
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